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An insight into India’s position on Ukraine
In the last issue of Proletarian

Era (dated 1 March 2022), we have
dealt at length on the perspective as
well as various economic-political
aspects of the Russian military
aggression in Ukraine which
commenced on 24 February last and
continuing till date. We had shown
that after counter-revolution, Russia
has become an imperialist country
while Ukraine, a constituent of
erstwhile Soviet Russia, turned into a
capitalist country. And this war of
aggression is the fallout of a
contradiction between US
imperialism and Russian imperialism
in the main over grab of market and
firming up political dominance in the
global sphere through creation of
respective spheres of influence.
Once again, the prognosis of great
Lenin that ‘‘imperialism generates
war—an annexationist, predatory,
plunderous war—’’ is reaffirmed.
As usual, this war has taken a heavy
toll of life and property of common
Ukrainian people, subverted all
canons of human rights, exacerbated
migrant problem and overnight turned
a highly industrialized and developed
country into a wreckage. Many
people have been turned into
beggars, moving here and there to
somehow hold on to their life  and are
migrating to other countries for being
available as cheap labour. This is the
inhumanity of imperialism-sponsored
wars. Yet, this large scale
devastation, enormous loss of life and
cry for survival by the shattered and
hapless refugees are of no
consideration for the war-monger

imperialists. Their profit greed and
power craze override everything
including the very right of the
oppressed millions to live.

Ruinous consequence
on global economy

Besides colossal destruction,
perishing of innocent lives and
flagrant violation of human rights in
Ukraine, the cascading effect of this
war has already cast its dark shadow
on global capitalist economy already
sunk in acute crisis. Oil and natural
gas, as is well known, are two
crucially important ingredients for
running the wheels of industries and
transport. Of late, most of the
localized wars including wars of
occupation of other lands, launched
or engineered, as the case may be,
by the US imperialists and their allies
in the Middle East, Africa and Latin
America have been mainly aimed at
capturing oil fields and gas-rich areas
of other lands. On the other hand,
Russia is  the second largest crude
oil producer in the world, behind the
US and ahead of Saudi Arabia. It is
one of the main suppliers of crude oil
and gas to most of the European
countries. Russia  uses roughly half
of his domestic production of
11miliion barrels per day  for its own
internal demand  and exports the
balance quantity.  With outbreak of
war in Ukraine, crude oil price is
rising by leaps and bounds fearing cut
in supply from Russia. Moreover,
while the US imperialists and some
of their allies have been posing to
adopt a stiff stand against imperialist
Russia by way of threatening

imposition of more stringent
economic sanctions on it, some of the
European countries many of whom
are members of US-headed NATO
like Germany, Italy and Netherlands
are still ambivalent in regard to their
approach towards Russia from
whom they receive bulk of their oil
and gas supply. The very objective of
slapping such sanctions by US is to
increase their own market by ousting
Russia from its hitherto controlled
markets. To increase pressure on
Russia, the US and UK have already
banned oil import from it. But

Russian crude oil is not really a base-
load staple for US refiners because
US purchases barely register on
Russia’s massive oil earnings. UK
itself is an oil producer. Hence,
unless most of the countries impose
bans, Russian export purse would  not
be affected. As stated above,  the US
have long been trying to take control
of the vast oil reserves in the Middle
East by flexing military muscle and
even annexing, so to say, a sovereign
country like Iraq on fraudulent
pretext. Hence, US do not stand any

Hijab controversy in Karnataka

Secular education policy alone can unite
people against fascist designs to

precipitate divide and disharmony
Recently hijab controversy

raged in the state of Karnataka. The
media,  particularly electronic media,
has been propagating this issue
throughout India. The controversy
arose in a PU college of Udupi, a
costal city district of the state. In the
controversy, six girls refused to
remove hijab as it was their custom,
when the college authorities insisted
on only wearing uniform. Countering
this, a group of boys appeared on the
scene in a pre-planned way with
saffron shawls and saffron head
gears. There are some videos in
circulation, in which  a few people
are found distributing saffron-
coloured shawls and head gear

('peta' or 'pagidi' in local language)
to the students. As per  media
report,  a minister's son was
distributing those saffron wears and
later collecting them back. All these
items are stated  to have been
brought from either Surat or
Varanasi according to a section of
the media. The boys insisted before
the college authorities that if the
girls were allowed inside the college
with hijabs, then they should also be
allowed with saffron shawls and
saffron head gears. The college
authorities stopped both the sides
and did not permit them to enter the
college.  Within no time, such
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moral ground in criticizing Russia for
invading Ukraine or scoring on oil
diplomacy.
India’s international diplomacy

with big imperialist powers
Next comes the question about

Indian position in this crisis. As is
evident to all, India has already
acquired imperialist character and is
displaying all features of imperialism
like export of capital abroad,
exploiting cheap labour and raw
material of other countries, etc. It is
aspiring to emerge as a superpower
not only in Asia but in the world.
When the Indian BJP Prime Minister
boasts of being a $5 trillion economy
within few years, it is reflective of
that very aspiration. In order to
realize that dream, India has long
been aligning itself militarily with US.
Both the countries often take part in
joint naval and aerial military drills. In
2007, India, US, Australia and Japan
had formed Quadrilateral Security
Dialogue (QSD), colloquially the
Quad or QUAD,  an informal
strategic forum for information
exchanges and military drills of all the
member countries. India also had
entered into an insidious nuclear deal
with  US in 2006. A year before that,
in September 2005, India voted
adversely against Iran in the crucial
meeting of the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA). India also
supported a resolution moved by the
US and its European Union allies
alleging violation of   Nuclear Non-
proliferation Treaty (NPT) by Iran.
In 2003, when US militarily occupied
Iraq, India did not condemn that.
Rather, it, in a diplomatic way, had
termed it as ‘‘unjustified’’ and called
for all possible efforts to bring
‘‘hostilities’’ to an early end. When
US and their NATO allies killed Col.
Qaddafi, the elected President of
Libya, India again reacted guardedly
limiting only to expressing readiness
to extend all possible assistance to
the Libyan people in their political
transition and rebuilding of the
country. At the same time, despite
closeness with US, India has  not
joined  NATO, the  major military
alliance headed by the US
imperialists. This time also, India has
remained non-committal on Russian
aggression on Ukraine by abstaining
from voting against UN resolution
condemning Russia. But top
Pentagon officials have shown an
understanding of India's abstention.
‘‘We recognize that India has a
complicated history and relationship
with Russia,’’  Assistant Secretary of
Defence for Indo-Pacific Security
Affairs, told members of the House
Armed Services Committee of US.

Thus, India has been cunningly
refraining from making either US or
Russia hostile.

India walking a fine line
Instead India shows friendly

overture to both and seeks to derive
more advantage from both of them
through skilful bargaining. The ruling
Indian monopolists are also aware
that in the present global scenario, the
major imperialist forces would go on
orchestrating local and partial wars
from both economic and political
interests. While they are after
increasing their respective spheres of
influence either at gunpoint or
through exploitative neo-colonial
route, they also need to release their
stockpile of arms produced through
increasing militarization of economy,
to somehow stave off growing
economic crisis. The Indian rulers
are also seeking to gain prominence
in the arms race by regularly
augmenting military budget while
people are being pushed to untold

Indian trade with Russia
This small background would

help providing an insight into Indian
position in the Ukrainian crisis. There
is a reason for India, a close US ally,
for persistently abstaining from voting
against Russia in the UN over
Ukraine war.  It is true that India like
many European countries is not
dependent on Russia for oil or natural
gas supply. India does import both oil
and natural gas from Russia but not
of any significant quantity. It hardly
accounts for about 1% of  its oil and
0.2% of its gas imports respectively.
But, for Russia, India is the largest
importer, and for India, Russia the
largest exporter when it comes to
arms transfer. Between 2000 and
2020, Russia accounted for 66.5 per
cent of India’s arms imports. Of the
$53.85 billion spent by India during
those two decades on arms imports,
$35.82 billion went to Russia. During
the same period, imports from the US
were worth $4.4 billion, and from

billion annually to Russia and another
$1.5 billion to CIS (Commonwealth
of Independent States) countries
including Ukraine.  So, this heavy
dependence for arms and uncertainty
over export market are the
compulsions that forbid India from
voicing any protest against Russia.
Any student of political economy can
make out that this compulsion is of
the ruling Indian monopolists and the
parties who are anointed to power act
to ensure fullest compliance with
bourgeois class interest. The
Congress had done that in the past.
Now the BJP is also following suit.
What is notable is that even the
pseudo-Marxists like CPI (M), CPI
have also refrained from condemning
Russian invasion of Ukraine. The CPI
(M) only ‘‘expressed its grave
concern at the armed conflict
between Russia and Ukraine’’ and
called  ‘‘Russian military action
against Ukraine unfortunate.’’
Similarly, the CPI also expressed
concern over human and material
losses in Ukraine as the Russian
forces advanced in its neighbouring
country and demanded restoration of
peace and return to the path of
diplomacy and dialogue. Perhaps
they are also intending to curry
favour with the ruling Indian
monopolists to stay afloat in the
corridor of power. But our Party,
from the viewpoint of  Marxism-
Leninism-Shibdas Ghosh Thought,
strongly condemned imperialist
Russia's military invasion of Ukraine
and pointed out that as the US
imperialists-led NATO has been
extending its sphere of control over
most of the East European countries,
Russia as a contending imperialist
power and in its bid to bring Ukraine
under its domination has launched
this aggression. We have
categorically mentioned that conflict
on domination between US
imperialism and Russian imperialism
created this war situation which is
endangering world peace. It is
heartening to note that the the
Russian Communist Workers’ Party
(RCWP) has also stressed out  the
actual aims of Vladimir Putin’s
government to be of ‘‘strengthening
the position of imperialist Russia in
the world market competition’’. It
further observed that ‘‘the source of
the conflict is the inter-imperialist
contradictions between the US, the
EU and Russia,..We have no doubt
that the real aims of the Russian state
in this war are imperialistic’’. Defying
police warnings, common peace-
loving people of Russia have also
come out on the streets in thousands
to protest against invasion of
Ukraine. ‘‘No to war!’’ chanted the
crowd and they expressed solidarity
with the attacked Ukrainians. Similar
protests of common citizens have
been taking place in almost all

Ukraine

Though India has long been aligning  militarily with US,
it is unable to break deep and strategic ties with Russia
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misery and penury, procuring
sophisticated military hardware from
other imperialist countries as they
also need to keep war tension in the
border areas alive and engineer
occasional armed conflicts with the
neighbouring countries to divert
people’s attention from the burning
problems of life bred by oppressive
capitalism as well as to keep artificial
stimulation of its sagging economy
through militarization.  So, they are
trying to walk a fine line, maintaining
its relationships with the United
States and other Western nations on
one side, and the historically deep and
strategic ties with Russia on the
other.

Israel worth $
4.1 billion.
India is also in
talks with
Russia to lease
two nuclear-
b a l l i s t i c
submar ines ,
Chakra 3 and
Chakra 4, the

first of which is expected to be
delivered by 2025. Moreover, the
Indian Army’s main battle tank force
is composed predominantly of
Russian T-72M1 (66 per cent) and
T-90S (30 per cent). The Indian
Navy’s sole operational aircraft
carrier is a refurbished Soviet-era
ship, and its entire complement of
fighter and ground attack aircrafts
are Russian-made or produced in
India on license (the Navy’s fighter
fleet comprises 43 MiG-29K/
KUBs). Four of the Navy’s 10
guided-missile destroyers are
Russian Kashin class, and 6 of its 17
frigates are Russian Talwar class.
Also India exports goods worth $2.5

Contd. on page 4

In denouncement of
Russian aggression in Ukraine, Kurnool, AP

AIAIF Condemns Russian invasion of Ukraine
In a statement issued on 1 March 2022, the All India Anti-imperialist

Forum (AIAIF) strongly condemned the Russian invasion of Ukraine.
Ever since the time the erstwhile socialist camp comprising Soviet Union
and the socialist republics of Eastern Europe disintegrated, the US-led
imperialist camp, through the machinery of NATO, was attempting to
bring all the former socialist states under its hegemony as constituents of
NATO. Ukraine is particularly important in this game because of its
strategic position and richness in natural resources. Capitalist Russia, on
the other hand, aspires to bring back Ukraine under its control. Thus, the
genesis of the current conflict lies in the rivalry between Russian
imperialism and US-led Western imperialism.

AIAIF  urged the people to see through this imperialist war
mongering and demand that Russian military intervention and NATO’s
war posturing must stop.
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Murder of Anis Khan—verdict of justice sheds mute

West Bengal was rocked in
2007 by the death of  Rizwanur
Rahman, a young vibrant IT
specialist and teacher of a computer
training institute, under mysterious
circumstances. Rizwanur fell in love
with Pryanka Todi, a young girl
student of his institution who
belonged to an influential Hindu
family. They had married duly and
legally. But under the spell of rising
spate of communal, obscurantist,
superstitious ideas, inter-religion
marriage and that too between a
middle class boy and a girl of multi-
millionaire business group, did not go
well with the girl’s parent and
family. The girl was forcibly taken
back from her in-laws’ house, by her
father and uncles in clear
connivance with police-
administration of the then CPI (M)
government. Within no time,
Rizwanur’s body was recovered
from the side of  railway track miles
away from his home and workplace.
The police and government-
administration tried to prove that it
was a case of suicide but with no
justifiable evidence.

The police story was endorsed
by the girl’s family. More
astonishingly, the then Kolkata
police commissioner held a press
conference where he termed
Rizwan’s death a suicide framing up
the possible modes and motives  and
arrogantly justified such naked
interference by the police into the
exclusively private matters of  two
adult citizens, terming it as a social
act of relieving tension of parents
whose ward might have married
against the parents’ wills. To add
here, he had been a police
commissioner enjoying  unstinted
favour of none other than the then
CPI (M) Chief Minister, who, apart
from other favours, had referred to
him, as ‘‘my candidate’’ in an
election for the lucrative post of the
president of Cricket Association of
Bengal. This stirred up strong
indignation and hatred among
people, irrespective of religion or
other differences, against the police,
which  had apparently acted well
beyond their legal and constitutional
jurisdiction  of non-interference into
personal matters of adult citizens, in
this case a valid civil marriage.
People were in no mood to  meekly
accept this criminal audacity of the
Police and  the ruling party and a
protest movement of the civil society
and all other aggrieved sections of
the toiling masses surged forth. The
other serious issue that evoked
concern in right-thinking minds

relates to the cultural aspect. It
makes them wonder how in the
cultural atmosphere of a state run by
a party like CPI(M) boasting of
leftism for long three decades, such
an incident of harassing and
threatening two adult individuals for
undertaking  a perfectly legal inter-
religion  marriage and finally
bringing death, whether suicide or
homicide, to one of them, could take
place. But the CPI (M) government
and the girl's family spared no effort
to hush up the incident and justice to
the bereaved family has remained
elusive till date.

After 15 years, another
mysterious death of a young social
activist has created a row. By this
time, the governmental power has
moved from the CPI (M) to the
TMC who had been vociferous
against the CPI (M) government
over Rizwanur incident. 27 year old
Anis Khan, a former student leader
of Aliah University,  a social and
political activist, as well as a face of
the anti-NRC-CAA movement  was
found dead  on 19 February
presumably due to a fall from the
roof of his two-storied village home
in the Amta police station area of
Howrah district. His family
members and neighbours are sure
that he has been murdered. They
are also suspecting involvement of
local politicians and police in the
murder. They have been alleging
that Anis was thrown off the roof by
three civic police volunteers, who
ran up the stairs soon after his
father Salem Khan opened the main
gate on hearing them knock at 1.10
am on  that fateful night, while the
fourth cop in uniform blocked him at

(TMC) and  guilty police officers.
The two arrested cops have also
confessed before the media that
they only followed ‘the O.C’s order’
to go to Anis’ house at wee hour. A
number of villagers allege that Anis
drew the ire of few local leaders of
the ruling party  and also some
policemen in recent years, as he
raised his voice against whatever he
perceived to be unfair and unjust.
These, they said, included some
questionable activities of some
private nursing homes at Amta area
during the Covid-19 pandemic. As
Anis was becoming popular in that
area, they wanted to silence  his
voice.

The TMC Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee, who is also in-
charge of the home department,
said: ‘‘We want an impartial
investigation so that the truth is
revealed. I do not want to interfere
in any impartial investigation. It is
being done because allegations have
been raised against the police
department. The government is very
tough. Law will take its own
course.’’ But, even after three
weeks, no arrest has been made nor
has any conclusive evidence about
the nature of the death has been
brought to the fore.   The Test
Identification (TI)  parade was also
conducted in such a way that Anis'
father could not identify anyone of
those presented by the police.  Law,
itself, can not take its own course
unless the custodians of law make
the course operative. Just like
Rizwanur incident, the government
and the police authority seem to be
engaged in suppressing the truth and
buying time so that the row dies

Kolkata where involvement of high
ranking police officers was no
secret. But no guilty was punished.

So, whether it is the BJP, or the
Congress, or the CPI (M) or the
TMC, the state-sponsored violence
and killings go on unabated and
justice continues to be wanting.
Because, all these parties despite
different hues are all having one
objective—to ride to power and hold
on to power by nakedly using police-
administration and flexing muscle
power with all criminals and anti-
socials brought under their folds.
And this power-mongering is typical
of all political forces who are
subservient to the vested class
interest of the ruling bourgeoisie.
The very capitalist system following
inexorable course of history has now
become decadent, moribund, utterly
corrupt and out and out reactionary.
So, it is trying to bring extra lease to
its life by subverting all canons of
democracy including law and barest
of human rights. Order itself is
disorder in dying capitalism. Hence,
it is futile to expect justice from
those who are footmen and
watchmen of this worn-out capitalist
system. All these tragic incidents
and instances of criminality warrant
expedient conscious action on the
part of suffering humanity in the
form of developing organized
powerful movement rising above all
divisiveness under correct
leadership to wage a crusade
against these spate of injustice and
force the rulers to deliver justice.

The SUCI(C) and AIDSO
released statewide movement
demanding impartial investigation of
the murder of Anis Khan, and
exemplary punishment to all the
guilty persons. AIDSO organized a
massive march to Lalbazar, the
Kolkata Police Headquarters, to
press for the demand. Even the

and secret tears in  TMC-ruled West Bengal

down and everything is consigned to
oblivion. Such incidents are galore in
the BJP-ruled Uttar Pradesh,
Madhya Pradesh, Bihar and other
states. In Congress-ruled West
Bengal also, there were mass
killings of allegedly ultra-left activists
in the 1970s in Baranagar area of

Calcutta High Court has also pulled
up the Special Investigation Team
for dereliction.  Comrade Chandidas
Bhattacharjee, the West Bengal
State Secretary,  SUCI (C),
appealed to the people to build up
mighty  movement demanding
justice for Anis Khan.

West Bengal AIDSO organized a  massive rally to Lalbazar, the Police
Head Quarters, Kolkata, demanding immediate arrest and stringent

punishment to the killers of Anis Khan,  a social activist.

gun-point. Initially, the local
Superintendent of Police
denied any raid at Anis’
home. But after thunderous
agitations by the villagers,
human rights organizations,
civil society and different
student organisations and
political parties including
AIDSO and SUCI(C), the
SIT (Special Investigation
Team) formed by the TMC
government to investigate
the death, had to arrest a
home-guard and a civic
police volunteer. They were
suspended and the Officer-in-
charge of Amta P.S. was asked to
go on leave for an indefinite period.
Though the family members of Anis
and protesters, even the kin of the
arrested cops allege that they have
been made scapegoats to shield
some big names belonging to ruling
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countries. ‘‘It’s Putin’s war, not a
war of the Russian people, said one
Russian protest organizer in
Netherlands.’’

Shameful self-eulogy over
rescue of stranded Indian

citizens
While the two major imperialist

powers are set against each other,
various facades of hardships faced
by the suffering humanity are
unfolding. A case in point is the life
risk, harassment and rigour faced by
20,000 odd Indian students who went
to Ukraine  to pursue medical
education as their parents could not
bear the exorbitant cost of enrolling
them in the medial colleges within the
country. As against Rs 1 crore,
medical education in Ukraine costs
around Rs 25 lakhs. ‘‘If medical
education policies were right earlier,
then you would not have to go
abroad,’’ said an angry guardian.  But
the ruling BJP leaders felt no qualm
in demonizing and mocking at such
students. On the day, an Indian
student died in Ukraine, Prahlad
Joshi,  the Union BJP parliamentary
affairs minister quipped that ‘‘90% of
Indians’’ who study medicine abroad
are those who ‘‘fail to clear
qualifying exams in India’’.
Incidentally, the student who lost his
life had scored 97% in his pre-
university course, his father  told the
media.

It was from early December
2021 that tension was building up
centring Ukraine and warnings were
given from various quarters that the
situation could deteriorate into a
military conflict. Many countries like
US, Canada, Australia, UK and
Germany had started bringing back
their citizens from Ukraine in January
2022 itself. But the Indian
government showed no sign of hurry.
Also, the focus of the ruling BJP and
its leaders including the PM was then
on campaigning for the assembly
elections in the five states. Hence,
the urgency to protect and, if
necessary, evacuate the Indian
citizens particularly the Indian
students stranded in Ukraine was
conveniently relegated to the
back.The Indian Embassy in Ukraine
offered no advice to its citizens. This
reminds us that the same offence was
committed by the BJP leaders when
they abnormally delayed necessary
preventive measures against a
serious pandemic like Covid 19. The
hospitals ran short of beds, oxygen
cylinders were in short supply,
availability of doctors, nurses and
paramedical staff was far less than
requirement. Due to such gross
negligence and utter callousness 5.1

lakh people including many doctors
are officially reported to have lost life
(actual figures would be over 40 lakhs
as per unofficial sources). The news
of three to four bodies being
cremated on one pyre, series of dead
bodies floating in the river Ganga
bear testimony of gross under-
reporting of Covid death figures. The
rickety skeleton of India’s healthcare
system was laid bare like anything.
The unthinkable plight of several
crores of migrant labourers turned

This time also, winning elections
in five states was priority to them. So
the adverse consequence of
Ukrainian crisis on the thousands of
Indian citizens particularly students
living in that country never received
any consideration to them.  When
electioneering was in the last lap, the
government rose from the slumber
and had launched ‘‘Operation
Ganga’’ to evacuate Indian citizens,
mostly students, from Ukraine with
much fanfare. After much toil, most

given this. What is the point? What
will we do with this? What would
have our families done if something
happened to us there?’’  A shocking
description of the kind of harassment
and danger they faced  was given by
a first year girl student of a medical
university in Ukraine. She said that
Ukrainian soldiers were treating
them very badly,  beating the boys,
kicking the girls, firing tear gas shells
and also bullets in the air. Asked if
they received help from the Indian
embassy in Ukraine, they replied,
‘‘Whatever we did, we did on our
own….The officials of the Indian
embassy left us to our destiny.’’ Yet,
India’s foreign secretary shamelessly
tried to defend the government’s
actions by claiming that  the Indian
government ‘‘gave a lot of advance
notice’’ to students, in order for them
to leave Ukraine.

Disinformation campaign in
social media

As Indian evacuation efforts
fumbled and families of the stranded
student were fighting anxious
moments, a  silently orchestrated
amplified disinformation campaign
had been taking shape across digital
platforms to exaggerate the
government’s successes. Apart from
spreading fake news, the posts
falsely blamed students stuck inside
Ukraine for their fate, stoke hyper-
nationalism, glorified India and Prime
Minister Modi. It also went to the
extent of disparaging the stranded
students who would criticize Modi
once they would return to India as
‘snakelings’ and claimed that
Ukraine had called Modi the world’s
‘most powerful leader’. It also aired
another false claim that Ukraine and
Russia sought India's help to resolve
the war. One message, found in
various pro-BJP WhatsApp groups
read : ‘‘You want to get out of the
war-zone safely and then come and
cry in front of TV cameras that you
were not given 5-star facilities… The
students should have been dropped
by a helicopter till their doorsteps.
The government should have paid for
a porter to carry their luggage. Modi
should have carried them on his head
and dropped them home, isn’t it?’’
Such was the kind of demonization
of the students and mocking of their
tribulations in the motivated
campaigns on social media.

Two fact-finding agencies have
found evidence of such a campaign
largely across WhatsApp groups as
well as Facebook groups being run
by BJP quarters.  Also in one case,
so detected, a graphic claimed that
the Russian Defence minister Sergey
Shoigu had promised his country’s
forces would not harm Indian
civilians in Ukraine and would
evacuate such civilians to safer
locations. One fact finding agency
too found both these claims to be

Ukraine

Having neglected task of evacuating Indian citizens on time, BJP is now

orchestrating  an amplified disinformation campaign to glorify PM Modi

Contd. from page 2

Russian Communist Workers’ Party on Ukraine war
In a statement titled ‘‘No to fascism! No to imperialist war’’ issued

on 27 February 2022, the Russian Communist Workers’ Party (RCWP)
refers to Russia’s invasion in Ukraine, stressing out that the actual aims
of Vladimir Putin's government is to ‘‘strengthen the position of
imperialist Russia in the world market competition’’.

‘‘Neither the Russian authorities nor the US and EU leaders pay
much attention to the working people. We have no doubt that the real
aims of the Russian state in this war are imperialistic’’, the statement of
the RCWP states. The Party acknowledges that ‘‘the source of the
conflict is the inter-imperialist contradictions between the US, the EU
and Russia’’, adding that ‘‘the goal of the more powerful US imperialism
is to weaken its Russian competitor and expand its influence in the
European market’’.

In any case, the RCWP states, ‘‘not the masters but the workers
will die on both sides. To die for class brothers is worthy, but to die and
kill for the interests of the masters is stupid, criminal and unacceptable’’.

The RCWP, which has been banned from elections in Russia, has
hailed the recognition of the so-called ‘‘People’s Republics’’ in Donbass,
a position that the Party has advocated in the previous years.

In the end of its statement the Party reaffirms its position against
the relapses of fascism, noting that only the path that leads to socialism
can put an end to wars. ‘‘The common struggle of the working people
against the bourgeoisie of all countries is the main strategic line of our
parties’’, the statement concludes.

jobless, foodless and shelterless
overnight due to sudden and
unprepared lockdown also exposed
the cruelty of the government. Why
did the situation so worsen?
Because, when Covid pandemic was
gripping the country and warnings
were sounded by World Health
Organization about severity of it,  the
PM, other ministers and ruling party
leaders were busy felicitating the
then US President and hatching
conspiracy to snatch power in
Madhya Pradesh by engineering
defection. These were so important
to them that they did not bother
pushing the whole country to a
catastrophe.

of the students managed to cross
over to the countries like Hungary,
Romania and Poland bordering
Ukraine and then boarded Indian
planes to get  back to  their homeland.
On arrival, some of them were
greeted with flowers by the central
ministers with chants of ‘‘Bharat
Mata ki Jai’’ and in praise of PM
Modi.  But the students, visibly
enraged, strongly criticized the
government saying that the gestures
like distributing flowers were
pointless when timely steps were not
taken to rescue Indian citizens from
the conflict zone. Holding up the rose
given to him, an Indian student said,
‘‘Now that we are here, we are being Contd. on page 5

In denouncement of
Russian aggression in Ukraine, Agartala, Tripura
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false—Shoigu never said what was attributed to him, and
the Indian flight never flew into the no-fly zone. Such
fabrication, the fact-finding teams argued, was required to
counter the criticism that the Modi government was facing
for its delayed response to the situation.

Why the rulers are getting away
with such deceptions

This, in fine, is the Indian position on Ukraine issue
for reasons elaborated above and how the BJP government
has fared in its cunningness in fabricating truth and bask in
self-arrogated glory while the sufferings of the common
Indians whether in the country or in trying circumstances
abroad, are immense, if not unbearable. The BJP and its
government subservient to the ruling monopolists are
getting away with such offences and fabricated campaigns
because the toiling masses lack political consciousness.
Most of the opposition parties including pseudo-Marxists
who pretend to be at loggerheads with the BJP only remain
confined to the extent necessary for scoring better in
elections. It is futile to expect that they would impart
proper political education to the masses. Rather, their
efforts are to confine the masses within the precincts of
electoral politics. So, the people remain confused, shuttle
between this or that party or combinations of the
bourgeoisie in the electoral mock-fight and get carried by
catchy slogans of pseudo-patriotism or national jingoism.

Riding on their ignorance, the ruling monopolists and
their lackeys make fortunes and go on deceiving them.
This is true for India as well as all imperialist-capitalist
countries. Elaborating the prognosis of Comrade Lenin,
Comrade Shibdas Ghosh, Founder General Secretary of
SUCI (C)  and an outstanding Marxist thinker and
philosopher, had shown long back that ‘‘The law of
inevitability of wars in the epoch of imperialism is a
law of political economy which arises from the special
economic conditions of the epoch. These conditions
are mainly the competition between different  capitalist-
imperialist countries for market and the intensification
of this antagonistic contradiction in the epoch of
imperialism’’ (Call of the Hour, CW Vol II) ‘‘It would be
possible to banish war for good from human society
only when socialist revolution would become
victorious throughout the world or when the present
capitalist encirclement will be replaced by the
encirclement of a few remaining capitalist countries by
the world socialist system.’’ (On War, Peace and
Peaceful Co-existence, CW Vol. I)

So, our appeal to the people at large to realize this
heinous game of the ruling dispensation as well as their
lackeys of different hues, shed all hesitations, doubts and
fears, boldly come forward and build up their own
struggles under correct revolutionary leadership not only
for emancipation from the yoke of capitalist oppression
through revolution but also for forcing the power-that-be
to yield to their just demands and give them some relief.
Our Party is pledge-bound to be by the side of the suffering
millions and try to increase their political education
alongside developing the class and mass struggles including
powerful anti-imperialist movements.  [Source:-BBC 27-01-22,

24-02-22, Global Conflict Tracker28-01-22,  DW.com ,AP, Reuters, AFP
21-02-22, Workers’ World-22-02-22, Al Jazeera 23-02-22, The Hindu
24-02-22, 08-03-22, CPI (M) Website, 2502-22, Business Standard 26-
02-22, idcommunism 27-02-22, Economic Times 28-02-22, 10-03-22,
India Today 28-02-22, 02-03-22, The Statesman-01-03-22, The Wire
02-03-22, Times Of India  02-03-22livemint 03-03-22, The Tribune 03-
03-22, NDTV 03-03-22, Indian Express 03-03-22, article-14 03-03-22,
ABP 04-03-22, The Quint 07-03-22, 08-03-22, the conversation.com

09-03-22]

UGLY LOVE
(Given below are excerpts from an article by Ash Narain Rao,  Director,

Institute of Social Sciences, Delhi, of the same title published in the Statesman on 21
February 2022.)

The Economist wrote that capitalism’s
‘‘health will now determine the future of
civilization’’. Today, big tech pretends to
take civilization into the next century. It
produces vast new troves of wealth
assuring us how we citizens can literally
‘‘reach for the heavens.’’

In reality, only the likes of Elon Musk,
Jeff Bezos and Richard Branson can blast
into space on their own rockets. We mortals
are condemned to live in hell experiencing
severe headaches and dizziness caused by
the exhaust fumes of their rockets. China
too is dreaming of building a palace in the
sky. After all, it built the Temple of Heaven
in Beijing in the first half of the 15th century
which is among the most visited sites in the
country….

If truth be told, its ambition is guided
by civilizational myth. Shenzhou (divine land)
is a spacecraft developed by China to
support its crewed spaceflight programme
and Tiangong (heavenly palace) is the name
of the space station being constructed in low
earth orbit. Obviously, China’s dream of a
pie in the sky is an extension of its
mythology. The much tom-tommed digital
age is an age of disruptive power….

Amazon, Google, Apple, Microsoft and
Facebook, described by New York Times
columnist Farhad Manjoo as ‘‘the frightful
five,’’ have transformed life beyond our
imagination ~ how we communicate, do
business, entertain ourselves, what and
where we eat and who we make friends
with. Digital data is available from internet,
social media, smart phones, surveillance
cameras, etc. Having more data is not
necessarily having quality data. Digital
technology has blurred the distinction
between the so-called open and closed
societies…

No less alarming is the fear of
epistemic blindness. Digital dictatorship is
another challenge. Every aspect of our lives
~ our voices, our facial expressions, our
political affiliations and intellectual
predilections ~ are mined and monetized. In
the age of surveillance society and digital
dictatorship, can democracy survive? Israeli
historian Yuval Noah Harari projects a scary
scenario. He foresees unprecedented
upheavals created by infotech and biotech
which will erode ‘‘human agency and,
possibly, human desires.…Technology is
double-edged. It enables innovation but it
also disrupts. The same technologies that
have made billions of people economically
irrelevant have also made them susceptible
to monitoring and control…’’.

Amazon, Google, Apple, Microsoft and
Facebook are more powerful than many
governments. With size comes power.
Google is now the biggest spender on
political donations in the US. These are
perhaps too big to be tamed. Their profits
and share prices have multiplied

astronomically. Most have taken advantage
of political patronage. Their opaque tax
structures have been overlooked. Last year,
Rolls-Royce, one of the most expensive cars
in the world, sold more vehicles than it had
ever done. While nearly all economies have
contracted during the Covid pandemic, the
‘‘frightful five’’ and some other tech giants
have made more money than ever. Big tech
can very well be termed as pandemic
capitalists. They may be pining for a
permanent pandemic! It will gladden the
hearts of the pandemic diehards. Big tech
companies extract data from users and sell
their likely choices, likes and dislikes to
advertisers.

Rather than the internet becoming the
time square of the 21st century, spawning
what Brook Manville calls ‘‘digital
democratic utopia,’’ it has given rise to
‘‘cyber bullying, manipulative analytics, fake
news and authoritarian surveillance.’’
Byung-chul Han, a South Korean-born
Swiss-German philosopher and cultural
theorist says that such is the impact of
internet technology and social media that we
have begun to ‘‘desire our own domination.’’
Our personal data is now monetised and
commercialised. He goes on to assert that
‘‘in Hegelian term, we have escaped the
master-slave dialectic by becoming both
master and slave in one.’’ People have
become victims of what is called ‘‘mass
formation hypnosis’’ ~ people can be
brought into a collective trance that makes
them easy to manipulate and prone to acting
in ways that are contrary to reason and
evidence….A few years down the line it
will be possible for each voter to receive ‘‘a
different message and a different campaign
pledge’’ from the same candidate. Politics
will thus turn into a data science…Big tech
has prospered like pandemic capitalists….

Big tech has now become a super
government. It obeys none and fears none.
It fights no election. Big corporates are
eroding democracy using a system of
legalised bribery. In 2014, Northwestern and
Princeton researchers published a report
which said that lawmakers do not listen to
what most voters want. They mostly care
about serving their big donors. This is
happening in India too. Failure to tame
corporate power will have disastrous
consequences. It will lead to further
widening of rich-poor divide and its
consequences for democratic politics are not
hard to imagine. History tells us that such
politics will lead to populism, petty
nationalism and extremism…

All said, it was love at first sight with
the internet, the dazzling technology. As
MIT sociologist Sherry Turkle says, ‘‘we
were like young lovers who didn’t want to
talk’’ thinking it would ‘‘ruin the romance.’’
Now that the romance has become an ugly
love, ‘‘it is time to talk.’’

Ukraine

Contd. from page 4

A worldwide powerful organized well-
coordinated anti-imperialist peace
movement alone can dissuade
imperialist forces from generating war
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incidents were reported from many
other cities of the state as well.
Wherever hijab wearing girls came
to the colleges, a huge number of
boys wearing saffron shawls and
head-gears arrived at the spots.
Whether they were students or not,
nobody can say. This very fact was
indicative of a well-planned design
behind deliberately inciting divide
and disharmony among the students
belonging to two religious
communities. Then suddenly the
Bommai-led BJP government of the
state called for a cabinet meeting
and passed an order making
uniforms compulsory for all those
students in such colleges where it’s
made compulsory already. At the
same time, viewing growing tension
the government closed all the
educational institutions for three
days.

Hindu communal motive
was evident

Meanwhile some students
belonging to the minority community
approached the Karnataka High
Court seeking verdict in favour of
wearing hijabs by girl students. The
case was first taken up by a single
judge but later transferred to a three
judge Division Bench, which
included the Chief Justice of
Karnataka. On the first day itself
this Bench gave an interim order
requesting both the parties to come
in prescribed college uniform only,
but not with hijab or saffron shawls
and head gear, till the final  verdict
was pronounced. Again the
Karnataka government closed down
schools and colleges for another
three days! So the students lost
working days for almost a week. In
some colleges, authorities provided a
private place to remove hijab to
attend classes. In some colleges, the
minority community girls were not
allowed to enter the college in the
name of high court order. Some girls
argued that hijab was their custom
and religion is greater than
education. Hence, they went back
without attending classes. Some BJP
leaders and cabinet ministers too
were found to threaten the minority
community girls to ‘go to Pakistan’
and ridicule them by saying, ‘you
don’t want education’ etc.. Clearly,
these utterances smacked of Hindu
communalism and anti-minority
hatred that the RSS-BJP-Sangh
Parivar have been in avid pursuit of.

One interesting incident
deserves mention. In Mandya city (a
city adjacent to Mysore), a girl

walking with hijab, was followed by
a group of boys demanding her to
remove hijab and shout ‘Jai Sri
Ram’ slogans. Suddenly she turned
back and shouted ‘Allah ho Akbar’
instead. This scene wherein this
single girl boldly challenged a bunch
of saffron-clad boys went viral
throughout the world. From various
quarters, the girl received
contributions as reward for her
brave act. In turn she declared that
the entire money would be donated
to poor people, for ambulance
service, for hospital etc. Some
reporters asked her, ‘are you not
angry with these boys, who
misbehaved with you?’ She replied
‘after all they are ignorant, they
were misguided, I don’t want to
complain against  them. They are
my brothers, they need to be
educated’. A redeeming gesture
indeed! This gesture is also widely
appreciated in all quarters.

Genesis of the issue
For a correct appraisal of the

hijab issue we need to  study the
history of growth of secularism and
the peculiarities of  our country.
Comrade Shibdas Ghosh, Founder
General Secretary of the SUCI(C)
and an outstanding Marxist leader
and thinker, in course of his brilliant
analysis of Indian freedom
movement based on Marxist
methodology, had shown that  the
mainstream of our freedom struggle
was led by the national bourgeoisie,
who compromised with imperialism
and feudalism, and  was represented
by   Gandhiji,  Nehru, Patel and
their followers. Alongside, there was
another the uncompromising petty
bourgeois revolutionary trend
represented by  Kshudiram Bose,
Bhagat Singh, Netaji Subhas
Chandra Bose, Chandra Sekhar
Azad, Ashfaqulla Khan, Surya Sen,
Preetilata Waddedar, etc. Comrade
Shibdas Ghosh pointed out that
Gandhiji was undoubtedly an honest
man—had honesty of conviction.
But his socio-political line known as
Gandhism had been a tool in the
hands of aspirant Indian national
bourgeoisie to prevail over the
uncompromising trend and ultimately
usurp power following exit of British
imperialism.  It bears recall that in
Europe, be it in England, France or
Germany, bourgeois democratic
revolution was accomplished in the
rising period of capitalism. The
leading personalities of the
Renaissance movement  had waged
revolutionary struggle to
democratize society based on

secular concept.  But by the time
freedom struggle started to take root
in India, capitalism, riddled with
world-market crisis, had not only lost
its uncompromising, revolutionary
character  but entered its decadent
stage.  As explained by Comrade
Shibdas Ghosh: ‘‘…it should be
noted that in India the process of
formation of nation started in the
second half of the nineteenth
century, when capitalism, as a
world social force, had not only
lost its revolutionary character
but also become definitely anti-
revolution. Over and above this
general characteristic, Indian
capitalism had its specific
features. Unlike western
capitalism, which grew
independently, Indian capitalism
grew and developed under the
domination of foreign finance
capital with feudal relations
surrounding it. As a result, it had
a stunted growth.’’...  (On
Communal Problems)

In the meanwhile, the Great
November Revolution had taken
place in Russia in 1917. USSR was
established under the leadership of
Great Lenin and thereafter led by
Stalin. Capitalism had been
overthrown, socialism established,
and  a working class state
established. That is why Comrade
Shibdas Ghosh pointed out that
mortal fear complex of proletarian
revolution got reflected in Gandhiji’s
thoughts and he adopted the policy
of compromising with imperialism
and feudalism. On the one hand,
Gandhiji did not want militant
movement against British
imperialism. He preached non-
violence as a weapon. He took
recourse to Satyagraha, absolutely
peaceful means of protest. On the
other hand, his struggle against
feudalism and its evils in the social-
cultural sphere was also
compromising. That is why
Comrade Shibdas Ghosh pointed out,
in Europe where the bourgeois
democratic revolution was
accomplished, the struggle had been
uncompromising and revolutionary
not only in the political field but also
in the socio-cultural field. But ‘‘the
Indian nationalist leadership not
only did not try to free the Indian
masses from the bondage of
religion and democratize the
society by carrying out the tasks
of social and cultural revolutions,
it took up, on the contrary,
religion as a vehicle of
propagating nationalistic ideas.
Indian nationalism, therefore, was
basically religion-oriented. This
religion-oriented nationalism
manifested itself in the form of
Hindu religious revivalism.’’ (ibid.)

Gandhiji, in fact, compromised

with feudalism and did not uphold
the banner of desired socio-cultural
revolution  for democratization of
society. That’s why, he sang the
song of ‘Ishwar and Allah being one
and the same’, thus trying to unify
people through religion and prayed
to God that good sense prevailed on
all. In this way, he brought Hindu
religion, along with his personal
belief in religious tolerance, into the
mainstream of freedom struggle.

What is secularism
Now what is the concept of

secularism?   Secular means ‘this
worldly’; it deals exclusively with
worldly affairs. Thus, the concept of
secularism denotes that state affairs,
which are worldly affairs, are
conducted independent of any
religious considerations whatsoever,
or carried out based on ‘non-
recognition of a supernatural entity’,
while religion is the personal affair
of an individual. Thus, a truly
secular state, in the words of
Comrade Shibdas Ghosh:
‘‘...guarantees full freedom to the
believers to profess any faith as
well as to the non-believers. By
carrying out the tasks of social
and cultural revolutions, it
democratizes the society and
takes the wind out of the sail of
religion,...’’ (ibid.) Naturally,
secularism cannot be equated  with
encouragement to all religions as is
often posed today. So, a secular
state is supposed to be neutral to
religion, should neither  encourage
nor discourage any religion  and
view religion as a private affair. I
may be a Hindu, I may be a Muslim
or I may be a Christian. I may go to
temple or mosque or church or I
may be an atheist also. It is entirely
my choice. The state is neutral to
the religious belief. That is called
secularism.

Further, thinking of every
individual is personification of this or
that social thinking. Since, the
capitalist society is class-divided, the
thoughts of both the oppressing
class and oppressed class are
prevailing. So, every individual
thinking should be analyzed on the
basis of class approach and class
base. That is the teaching of the
philosophy of Marxism-Leninism
based on science and experimentally
verified truth. Wherefrom did
Gandhi get his  ideas? Comrade
Shibdas Ghosh categorically told that
Gandhiji no doubt had real love for
people. But, he was not aware how
his thinking and ideology was
representing the bourgeois class
interest in the best manner. The
British imperialists from their class
instinct could realize that Gandhism
did not pose any danger to their
bourgeois class interest. So they

Hijab Controversy

RSS-BJP-Sangh Parivar’s agenda of
spreading  Hindu communalism and anti-

minority hatred glaringly manifested

Contd. from page 1

Contd. on page 7
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highlighted Gandhian leadership but
cruelly suppressed uncompromising
revolutionary freedom fighters. At
that time, CPI was there. But  we
know that it did not develop as a
genuine communist party. So, it
couldn't utilize the historic
condition—isolate the compromising
leadership, combine with the
uncompromising leadership and
move towards the path of
establishing socialism in India just
the way, great Mao Zedong
accomplished Peoples Democratic
Revolution in China by moving in the
correct Marxist way.

Set to pursue his own belief,
Gandhiji, in effect, wanted to
prevent the thought of working class
revolution from taking roots by all
means. On the other hand, he
wanted the unity of the people,
because British imperialism was to
be made to leave India. But he only
went to the extent of uniting people
that was required to transfer power
from the British imperialism to
Indian bourgeoisie.

On the other hand, this was
not the approach  of the
uncompromising revolutionary trend
upheld by Netaji Subhash, Bhagat
Singh and their followers. Netaji
gave a clarion call to the people
'give me blood, I will give you
freedom'. He told people that
without taking up arms against the
British colonial rule, it was not
possible to   achieve freedom.
Because the ruling Britishers would
suppress any upheaval in favour of
freedom with arms. So, armed
revolution was the necessity.
Bhagat Singh also believed in armed
struggle. He was also a militant
fighter and believer in Marxism-
Leninism.
Freedom movement ended in a
half-baked and truncated way

We know how Netaji's INA
had so many Muslims along with
Hindus, all working together. So also
there was a renowned common
kitchen in the INA. For all castes
and all people of different religions
the same kitchen was providing
food. Because an INA soldier is a
soldier who is fighting against
British, that's all. He started the
Jhansi Rani regiment in INA
upholding real equality for women,
or gender equality—a concept of
women's liberation once upheld by
the Renaissance movement. This
was the nature of struggle
conducted by Netaji and other
revolutionaries. That kind of culture
Gandhiji could not promote. So he
could not unite the people on secular

democratic basis. In such
circumstances, British imperialists
and the Indian national bourgeoisie
succeeded in promoting Gandhiji's
leadership and ultimately power was
transferred to the Indian national
bourgeoisie through compromise and
the Congress, as their representative
took the reins in independent India.
Thus, India achieved political
independence but not the desired
abolition of exploitation of man by
man by accomplishing working class
revolution. Also, in absence of
democratization of the society,
Indian people remained disunited by
caste, religion, region and ethnicity.
In this way, our freedom movement
ended in a half-baked and truncated
way.

Congress never practised
secularism in independent
India and BJP is openly

flaunting Communal Hindutva
 In post-independence India,

the Congress never followed a real
secular policy. Its policy of
encouraging all religions, as
mentioned above, can never be a
true secular policy. In this regard
Comrade Shibdas Ghosh raised the
question that if Pakistan is called a
theocratic state because of
encouraging Islam from the state
plane, India encouraging all religions
should be called a a multi theocratic
state not a secular state. The
Congress governments encouraged
all types of religious practices in
government offices and educational
institutions. The Prime Ministers,
Chief Ministers and other ministers
publicly performed Hindu religious
practices. Even in Indian Space
Research Organization (ISRO)
‘puja’ is performed before launching
a rocket. On the other hand, Rajiv
Gandhi government, after Shah
Bano case, nullified the Supreme
Court judgement to appease the
minority community for vote. At the
same time to placate the majority
Hindu community, it opened the lock
of Ram Lala in the Babri Masjid
premises and virtually paved the
way of fuelling Hindu communalism
and disturbing Hindu-Muslim amity.
So many times Congress
governments not only divided the
people on religious lines for petty
parliamentary gains but also
engineered fratricidal bloodbaths.
Now the BJP government is openly
flaunting its Hindutva credential,
spewing venom against the
minorities and keeping the air
surcharged with communal
fanaticism to divide people, create
polarization along religious lines and
thereby reap electoral mileage to

grab power. This is the history of so-
called secularism practised in India.

Now if we study the hijab issue
in the background of this history, we
shall find that it is a craftily hatched
controversy. Performance of Hindu
religious rituals and pujas of Hindu
idols like Ganesha, Saraswati and
Ayudh in educational institutions is a
regular practice. So, our question is
why hijab is only singled out and
made a controversial issue? Is this
not discriminatory, and being raised
with the sole motive of fanning up
rabid communalism?
BJP fanned up hijab issue to

accentuate communal
polarization

In all these decades of post-
independent India, the bourgeois
rulers have exploited the working
class and toiling millions ruthlessly
and pauperized them. Hunger,
unemployment, inequality,
retrenchment, inflation, etc., are
ever growing. Life has become
most suffocating. Different sections

hijab issue been singled out? If for
the sake of uniformity in schools all
religious practices are disallowed
then hijab also may be justly
disallowed. But keeping intact all
other religious practices and rituals
but banning only one, cannot but
indicate rabid communalism.

The Karnataka State
Committee of our Party SUCI
(Communist) as well as  its  mass
organizations AIDSO, AIMSS and
AIDYO issued statements
condemning the motivated move to
fan up communal rancour and
hailing the brave girl. Activists of
AIDSO are actively moving among
the students in hostels and colleges
to expose the heinous design of the
vested interest. Party  and  AIDYO,
AIMMSS activists are working
among the people and also carrying
on their campaign through wall
writing, citing quotations of
Vivekananda, Netaji Subhash,
Bhagat Singh and other eminent
Renaissance personalities of

Unfulfilled democratization of society has made
Indian soil fertile for divisive thoughts to take roots

Hijab Controversy
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of people are coming forward and
building up movements on their
burning demands. As the assembly
elections were due to be held in five
states, the BJP was making all-out
attempts to somehow capture
power, particularly in UP. So it was
trying to polarize people on
communal lines by inciting
communal frenzy. It exacerbated
hate campaign against the minorities
to garner majority Hindu votes.

Role of our Party
and its mass fronts

Our Party and its mass
organizations since inception have
been demanding scientific, secular
and democratic education. But the
state and central governments never
fulfilled the demand but did the just
opposite. Even  Vivekananda who
believed in Vedanta had
emphatically declared: ‘‘religion,
hands off education’’. What a war
cry! He and all Renaissance
personalities demanded that
education should be separated from
religion, while religion should be
made a purely private affair.
Struggle for achieving this process
of democratization  is still lagging far
behind. But now since all religious
practices are allowed in the
institutes, why has suddenly this

Karnataka regarding religion,
education and secularism. These
quotations received  wide coverage
in various newspapers and TV
channels. This is a good opportunity
for progressive forces and
revolutionaries to educate the
people about these important issues
and the sinister import of the
Hindutva group.

But people, by and large, are
not in a mood to fall prey to these
heinous tactics. They have begun to
understand  the pernicious bourgeois
design and are closing their ranks to
voice protest.  Different sections of
toiling masses are coming into
movements. Already we have
witnessed a successful historic
peasant movement. On 28 and 29
March, millions of workers under
the united banner of 10 major
central trade unions and associated
organizations have called for
massive nationwide strike. Our
people have the history of fighting
back the fascistic Indira Gandhi
emergency.

So Modi-led BJP government
will also not succeed in this evil
design of driving wedge into the
fighting unity of the oppressed
millions by shrewdly playing
communal card.

AIDSO demonstration against
Hijab controversy in Karnataka
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Pouri, Uttarakhand AIDSO conference on 27 February on the
occasion of Martyrdom Day of Chandrasekhar Azad

AIKKMS demands immediate remedy to
anganwadi workers, problems in Haryana

In a statement dated 4 March,
2022, All India Kisan Khet
Mazdoor Sangathan (AIKKMS)
demanded of the Haryana
Government to resolve the
problems of 52,000 Anganwadi
workers of the state with
immediate effect. AIKKMS central
leadership expressed  surprise and
anguish that though the demands
for giving Anganwadi workers
status of skilled and semi-skilled
worker and giving them Dearness
Allowance every six months have
already been accepted, the BJP-led
Haryana government has not yet
implemented the demands.

The Prime Minister himself
announced way back on 12

Hundreds of them are being
terminated or indiscriminately
served  show-cause notices. The
locks of Anganwadi centers are
being broken, even the family
members are being threatened by
bloc and district officers going their
house to house, no remuneration
has been paid since last 3 months.
To thwart their March to Haryana
State Assembly Chandigarh
yesterday on 3 March, their buses
and vehicles were either
confiscated in several districts or
stopped at toll plazas to prevent
them from reaching the assembly
premises. The leaders who manged
to reach Chandigarh were taken
into  custody. AIKKMS  strongly

Party
Book stall
at Kolkata
International
Book fair
from 28
February
to 13
March
2022

AIUTUC denounces arbitrary
cut in PF interest rate

Comrade Shankar Dasgupta, General Secretary, AIUTUC,
issued the following statement on 13 March 2022:

All India United Trade Union Centre (AIUTUC)  strongly
denounces the arbitrary slashing of the rate of interest on EPF deposits
by the Employees Provident Fund Organisation despite vehement
opposition by Comrade Dilip Bhattacharya, representative of AIUTUC
on Central Board of Trustees of EPFO.  Reduction of the rate from 8.5%
to 8.1% is the lowest in the last four decades. This will imperil the already
shattered economic conditions of the crores of PF beneficiaries in
particular and working people in general in the wake of  prolonged
devastating Covid pandemic.

AIUTUC calls upon the PF members in particular and  working
people in general of the country to protest strongly  against this offensive
of the EPFO at the insistence of the BJP led central government and as
per the behest of the ruling monopoly giants and build up broad based
sustained movements against this sinister anti-worker move.

Kerala State SUCI (C) on banning a news channel
The Kerala State

SUCI(Communist) has opined that
the banning of ‘Media One’ news
channel is not limited in dimension to
mere denial of freedom of press. It is
a gross violation of the basic tenets
of democracy itself. In its order
banning the telecast, Union Ministry
of Information and Broadcasting has
only said that the ban is due to issues
related to national security. No other
valid reasons were given by the
BJP-led Central Government. Can
such a serious step as to banning
activities of a media establishment be
justified  by such  a general and weak
statement? It is the responsibility of
the government to reveal which
news item or programme of the
channel is at odds with national
security. Not just revealing will

do.They need to prove it also.
The precedence of banning a

media establishment whose stand is
not conducive to the interest the
government and that too without
citing any valid reason, is
endangering the existence of
democracy in the country. SUCI(C)
urged  those at the helm of the
government to realize that the
mandate to rule for five years is not
for tormenting the future of
democratic system of our country
and demanded the repeal of the ban
on telecast of Media One channel.

SUCI(C) appealed to the
democratic minded people  to come
forward and join democratic mass
movements, as it is the only way for
safeguarding the nation against
fascist onslaughts.

Comrade Satyawan, Polit Bureau member, SUCI(C), pays
his revolutionary tribute to great Stalin

on his 69th Death Anniversary on 5th March 2022
S e p t e m b e r
2018 a
m o n t h l y
increase in
salary by  Rs
1,500 for the
workers and
Rs 750 for the
helpers. These
have also not
been given

effect to  till date. On the contrary,
false cases have been registered
against Anganwadi workers and
helpers, who have been staging sit-
in dharnas in open parks amidst
chilling colds for the last 3 months.

opposed all these oppressive
measures and once again
demanded  that  talks be resumed
with Anganwadi Coordination
Committee immediately to accept
the justified demands.

AIKKMS called upon all its
units in the country and especially
in the state of Haryana to come
forward for all help to support the
struggling Anganwadi workers
against the oppression and
harassment by the Haryana
government.

It also called for joint efforts
with  Samyukta Kisan Morcha to
press for the demands. On the
occasion of International Women’s
Day on 8 March, AIKKMS
decided to join the dharnas of
Anganwadi workers and launch a
vigorous mass campaign in their
favour across the country.

Demonstration by AIKKMS in Rohtak, Haryana


